
2021 SENIOR FORMAL 
PREPARATION CHECKLIST 

Use this checklist to help prepare you and your son for his Senior Formal.  
 

FORMAL 
PARTNER 

Your son’s formal partner does not have to attend St Ursula’s College, nor live in the CQ 
district. There are no prior meetings/rehearsals required for those attending.  

SUIT 

A formal suit is strongly recommended. Make sure this includes a jacket and a tie, 
otherwise your son will likely look under-dressed, next to his peers.  

The decision of whether to buy or hire is worth considering. While your son is probably 
still growing, he may also be attending other formals, as well as a variety of weddings, 
graduations and celebrations in the coming years.  

FAMILY 
MEMBERS 

& 
ATTIRE 

As a mature and sophisticated event, note that invited family members must have 
finished high school and be over 18 years of age.  

For family members, cocktail or semi-formal attire is considered the minimum starting 
point. Keep in mind that the seniors and their partners will be formally dressed, so 
certainly avoid wearing denim! 

SEATING 

Seating is generally arranged in tables of 20. The placement and number of tables is 
dependent on attendees and the layout of the venue, and as you can appreciate, it’s 
not feasible to run an event with semi-filled tables and odd table arrangements. 

Students and their partners are not required to sit with family members, although you 
are welcome to do so. Traditionally, it is evenly split both ways. In the past, double 
bookings and confusion have sometimes occurred, so please agree on the reservations 
with your son first… and remember, it is his Senior Formal. 

To make reservations for seating, please contact Mrs Chantelle Ludcke, either in 
person at SBC Administration, phone (07) 4939 9424 or email events@sbc.qld.edu.au 

Unfortunately, in the past we have had occasional cases of families trying to bring extra 
people to the Formal itself. As a ticketed event, the room is set for the exact number of 
people attending. Avoid embarrassment - there are no spare seats for unpaid guests!  

PARADE 
VEHICLE 

The opening parade of vehicles and the procession down the red carpet on Pool Park is 
a renowned tradition at our Formal. In the past, ‘vehicles’ have ranged from the 
luxurious to the extravagant, and from the industrial to the peculiar! 

Remember that safety is paramount, and the road rules and regulations must be 
followed. Please note that the Department of Transport and Main Roads has an 
excellent fact sheet and FAQ documents on ‘Hiring Vehicles for School Formals’, see: 
https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/-/media/Licensing/Authorisations/Driver-authorisations/Information-
bulletins/hiringvehiclesschoolformalfaq0115.pdf 

FLOWERS 

A corsage is a standard floral gift, given by a young man to his formal partner. Single 
flowers and men’s button-hole flowers are also popular. Generally, it’s good practice to 
co-ordinate the flower colours with your son/partner’s outfit colours. Don’t leave these 
till the last minute – most florists have an order cut-off date well before Formal day. 

ACCOMODATION 
& BABY SITTING 

Families from out of town typically require local accommodation. If you are visiting 
with younger children, then you need a babysitter. If you have not already booked 
these, then do so ASAP, as coastal Yeppoon gets very busy on weekends.  
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